Paris, 28 January 2000
E-mail: liste-efita2001@acta.asso.fr

Subject: Congress EFITA 2001

Dear Madam, dear Sir,

1. EFITA2001
You receive this message because of your interest in agricultural IT.
Prof. SEVILA and an ad hoc committee are organising the next EFITA conference (European Federation for Information Technology in Agriculture, Food and the Environment) which we be held in 2001, in Montpellier (South of France).
To keep you informed, we are trying to develop a mailing list dedicated to the EFITA2001 conference. This mailing list called liste-efita2001 will complement the EFITA-L mailing list (see hereafter).
The first message is sent to:
- test the electronic addresses of the mailing list
- ask you whether you wish to receive information about EFITA2001 or not
- ask you to send us all electronic addresses of people who could be interested in this congress (Please, note that our mailing list will be given free of charge to the organisers of the next congress EFITA 2003).
Contact : Francis SEVILA - Professeur - ENSA Montpellier
mailto:sevila@ensam.inra.fr
Tel : +33 (0)4 99 61 24 21
Fax : +33 (0)4 99 61 24 36
If you do not wish to receive our messages, please, send me a message at:
mailto:waksman@acta.asso.fr

2. EFITA-L
Please, note that our mailing list liste-efita2001 is not a discussion list and does not replace EFITA-L.
To subscribe EFITA-L, please see: http://www.efita.org
Best regards,
 Paris, 14 February 2000
From Guy Waksman to liste-efita2001 participants
Subject: EFITA 2001 newsletter / 2

Symposium on Robotic Milking
The Research Institute for Animal Husbandry (PR) and the Institute of Agricultural and Environmental Engineering (IMAG) will organise a Symposium on Robotic Milking in Lelystad, the Netherlands, August 17-19, 2000.
Information about this event including registration formulars can be found at our home-page http://www.agro.nl/pr/roboticmilking
The 2nd announcement and call for papers will be sent by mail to potential participants next week.
Please, feel free to copy or to forward this message to colleagues or anyone else, who may be interested in participating this symposium.
If you want more information, contact us at e-mail:
Robotic.Milking@pv.agro.nl
Contact: C.J.A.M. de Koning, ing.
mailto:c.j.a.m.de.koning@pv.agro.nl

Election of the best agricultural web sites in France
The 29 February 2000, ACTA is organising a public meeting within the Paris agricultural show: "Agricultural and rural web: new tools and services".
ACTA proposed to users to elect their favourite agricultural sites. Users were invited to vote through a questionnaire available on the web till 11 February 2000. The results of the vote will be presented at the end of the meeting.
To encourage users to participate, one of the voters will get a box of 6 bottles of good Bordeaux wine.
Contact: Guy Waksman
mailto:waksman@acta-informatique.fr
 
The newsletter "Du côté du web et de l'informatique agricole" (i.e. agricultural computer sciences and web)
ACTA created its weekly electronic newsletter distributed through the mailing list called liste-afia in 1997 at the beginning of the AGRIMMEDIA project (ESPRIT programme). This newsletter addresses all people which may be interested by the use of ICT in agriculture, food industry and in rural areas. We are convinced that:
- ICT offers splendid opportunities to agricultural and rural people, who would have common areas of interest despite the diversity of their professional and personal status
- Agricultural and rural people really need information about what is happening in ICT. They have no time to spend to search on the web what could be useful for them. We have to push information up to their PCs through electronic messages.
A recent survey performed in France estimated that there are 10000 French farmers connected to the web… but ACTA has only 5400 subscribers (February 2000) to its newsletter, among them 200 to 300 farmers. Most of the subscribers are journalists, IT professional people, communication specialists and simple IT users, searchers, book-keepers, advisors, co-operatives, agrochemical firms, teachers, etc.

The ACTA newsletter was presented at the EFITA 99 meeting held in Bonn. The following elements are intended to complete the presentation made in Bonn.

Subscription
We systematically propose to all people who may have some contacts with ACTA to subscribe our newsletter. But if people want to unsubscribe, they are immediately removed from our mailing list. This newsletter cannot be considered spam as long as the sender includes contact information & a method of "removal".
ACTA organises a challenge "Which are your favourite agricultural web site?". People answering this question on the ACTA site are invited to subscribe our newsletter. We get a number of subscriptions thanks to this offer.

Presentation
We try to limit the number of pages. A newsletter should not have more than four pages but there is quite often to much information to disseminate. We have then five to six pages. Our feeling is that it is too much. The risk is that the readers find the newsletter boring, or have no time enough to read it. Then they are tempted to unsubscribe.
The layout of a newsletter has to be as simple as possible, and should not change from one issue to the following one.

Content
We ask our readers to send us information, news about their own projects, web sites, software programmes, services based on IT, etc. This is the reason why our newsletter includes commercial information. We estimate that advertisements are useful as long as their informative content remains high.
At the end of each information paragraph, are indicated a contact people and a web site address to enable our readers to get more information.
We try to inform our reader about all new sites, which may be on interest from a technical, commercial, social or educational point of view. But we do not neglect to introduce a joke, which our readers provide us with.
Contact: Guy Waksman
mailto:waksman@acta-informatique.fr

 Surgeons
Five surgeons are discussing who makes the best patients to operate on:

The first surgeon says, "I like to see accountants on my operating table, because when you open them up, everything inside is numbered.

The second responds, "Yeah, but you should try electricians! Everything inside them is color coded.

The third surgeon says, "No, I really think librarians are the best;
everything inside them is in alphabetical order."

The fourth surgeon chimes in, "You know, I like construction workers... those guys always understand when you have a few parts left over at the end, and when the job takes longer than you said it would."

The fifth surgeon shut them all up when he observed; "You're all wrong. Directors are the easiest to operate on. There's no guts, no heart, no spine, and the head and arse are interchangeable."

Contact: Ian HOUSEMAN
mailto:ian.houseman@adas.co.uk
 Paris, 6 March 2000
From Guy Waksman to liste-efita2001 participants
Subject: EFITA 2001 newsletter / 3

Election of the best agricultural web sites in France
The site http://www.terre-net.fr was elected "best agricultural site", by 320 voters. The two following sites were http://www.agrionline.com and http://www.hyltel.fr
All the documents distributed at the 29 February meeting held in Paris (F), will be very soon available on our site as well as all AGRIMMEDIA documents (in French only).
Have a look at: http://www.acta-informatique.fr
Contact: Guy Waksman
mailto:waksman@acta.asso.fr

4th International Conference on Chain Management in Agribusiness and the Food Industry 
Wageningen (NL) - 25-26 May 2000
Have a look at: http://www.sls.wau.nl/bk/congres

Global Training Resource Directory
We'd like your help defining the next generation of the site. You can help us by taking a few minutes to look at the designs for the new site and then filling out a brief six-question survey. Both are available at the following web address:
Have a look at: http://survey.trainingpartnership.com/

ADAS International Web site
This site contains full live and past project details, ADAS International news and will be the major means of publicising project vacancies.
Have a look at: http://www.ADAS-International.com
 
Search the AgriSurfer Archive
Have a look at: http://www.agrisurfer.com/archives_agrisurfer.html

Computer Based Learning in Land Use and Environmental Sciences (CLUES)
CLUES    http://www.clues.abdn.ac.uk:8080/
AFANet   http://www.clues.abdn.ac.uk:8080/demeter
Contact: Dr Simon B Heath
mailto:clues@aberdeen.ac.uk

European agricultural WEB-CV available 
From the 28th of February consultants looking for a job in the European agricultural or agri-food sector can access WEB-CV. AgriMMedia has developed this platform to support the increased need for specialised knowledge and skills.

WEB-CV provides a platform where consultants and institutions can find each other. 
It matches employment demands with the available knowledge, skills and expertise. 
Every individual can enter his or her CV in the system and becomes the owner of the information. Only a summary of every CV is accessible to all visitors of the site and can be found using the database searches. For more information an interested party needs the permission of the owner. With this procedure and the underlying high Internet security AgriMMedia aims to protect the owners privacy. WEB-CV does not actively bring parties in contact. Services of WEB-CV are free of charge.
More information is available on the WEB-CV site.

Agrimmedia: WEB-CV is developed in the framework of the AgriMMedia project. This European project started in 1997. It has created a support system that promotes the use of multimedia and information technology in the agricultural sector and the agri-food sector. With the aid of ICT and multimedia these sectors are expected to open ways to new opportunities and improve their position on the world market. Organisations from France, Great Britain, the Netherlands and Sweden take part in the project. 
Have a look at: http://www.agrimmedia.org/web-cv/

Contact : Jan IZACKS
mailto:jiz@stoas.nl

Environmental Management for Agriculture (EMA)
EMA, developed by the University of Hertfordshire with MAFF funding, is a farm environmental audit supported by an extensive library of information on pesticides and their use, fertiliser recommendations, legislation and codes of practice. This library includes for example, the entire texts of all MAFF Codes of Good Agricultural Practice, Fertiliser Manufacturers Association codes of practice and fertiliser safety data sheets, MAFF Bulletin 209 (Fertiliser Recommendations), summaries of all UK legislation relating to farming and the environment, a pesticide database, LERAPS assessments etc.
EMA is available in the form of a single CD-ROM priced at £35 + VAT. This price includes one year of updates that can be downloaded from the internet if there are changes in regulations, legislation etc.
Contact: Levington Agriculture Ltd
mailto:phil.wallace@farmline.com

There is a beautiful desert island in the middle of nowhere, where the following people are stranded (joke)
----------------------------------
2 Italian men and 1 Italian woman
2 French men and 1 French woman
2 German men and 1 German woman
2 English men and 1 English woman
2 Bulgarian men and 1 Bulgarian woman
2 American men and 1 American woman
 
2 Japanese men and 1 Japanese woman
2 Australian men and 1 Australian woman
2 New Zealand men and 1 New Zealand woman
2 Irish men and 1 Irish woman

After one month, the following things have occurred:

One Italian man killed the other Italian man for the Italian woman.

The two French men and the French woman are living happily together and having lot of sex.

The two German men have a strict weekly schedule of when they alternate with the German woman.

The two Greek men are sleeping with each other and the Greek woman is cooking and cleaning for them.

The two English men are waiting for someone to introduce them to the English woman.

The Bulgarian men took a long look at the endless ocean and one look at the Bulgarian woman and they started swimming.

The two American men are contemplating the virtues of suicide, while the American woman keeps on bitching about her body being her own, the true nature of feminism, how she can do everything they can do, about the necessity of fulfilment, the equal division of household chores, how her last boyfriend respected her opinion, and treated her much nicer and how her relationship with her mother is improving.

The two Japanese men have faxed Tokyo and are waiting for instructions.

The two Australian men beat each other senseless for the Australian woman, who is checking out all the other men, after calling them "bloody wankers".

One New Zealand man is having sex with the New Zealand woman, the other Kiwi is searching the island for sheep.

The Irish divided the island into North and South and immediately set up a distillery. They do not remember if sex is in the picture because it gets sort of foggy after the first few litres of coconut whiskey, but they are satisfied that at least the English are not getting any.
Contact: François LORENT
mailto:francois.lorent@aventis.com


Paris, 10 March 2000
From Guy Waksman to liste-efita2001 participants
Subject: EFITA 2001 newsletter / 4

Agricultural Reference Database for Training Materials (ARD-TM)

From the 28th of February institutions and individuals offering agri training materials can access the Agricultural Reference Database for Training Materials (ARD-TM). AgriMMedia has developed this platform to support the increased need for knowledge about and exchange of training materials in the agricultural and agri-food sector in Europe.
www.agrimmedia.org/ard/
On the ARD web site, information on products of many producers and publishers of agri training materials in Europe is brought together. Efficient search facilities allow quick access to materials related to any field or subject. ARD contains only basic information. Additional, often comprehensive information is available elsewhere on the web. The user is referred with URL's or can contact the owners by e-mail.
objectives of ARD-TM
The objectives of the Agricultural Reference Database for Training Materials are to increase awareness about training materials available throughout Europe, to encourage the exchange of agri training materials between European countries, to optimise the production, quality and use of agri training materials and the cost efficiency of these processes.
The services of ARD-TM are free of charge.
Have a look at: http://www.agrimmedia.org/ard
Contact : Jan IZAKS
mailto:jiz@stoas.nl

European eBusiness & eWork Conference 2000

Key Action II in the Information Society Technologies Programme (New Methods of Work and Electronic Commerce) is pleased to announce the European eBusiness & eWork Conference 2000.

The Conference will be held in Madrid 18-20 October 2000 and is aiming to provide a forum for presentation and discussion of recent developments in electronic commerce, supporting technologies and new business options. The conference will consist of keynote speeches, panel discussions, paper presentations, project workshops and an exhibition.

The Conference is addressed to organisations interested in the state of the art and future developments in eBusiness and eWork as well as to IST participants. Those organisations can be either users, operators or providers.

You are also invited to respond to the associated Call for Papers, closing at the end March. Abstracts of no more than 300 words, should be emailed by 31 March 2000 to Paul T Kidd (abstracts@cheshirehenbury.com).

Market survey and recommendations and outline for potential growth for the future of digital media in the UK

The report can be downloaded as .PDF file from: 
http://www.artec.org.uk/dma/

There is a beautiful desert island in the middle of nowhere, where the following people are stranded (2nd part: a proposal by Guy Spoiden from Belgium)


2 Belgian men and 1 Belgian woman
2 Dutch and 1 Dutch woman

The Belgian males (one Flemish and one Walloon) and the woman (from Brussels) founded a non-profit-making association and are still arguing about membership fees and what language to use for the proceedings.

The Dutch men started a coffee shop and are trading the woman's charms in the window.

Contact: Guy Spoiden
mailto:g.spoiden@mrw.wallonie.be

Its a small world!

Two guys were sitting next to each other at a bar, while the bartender was polishing glasses nearby. After a while, one guy looks at the other and says, "I can't help but think, from listening to you, that you're from Ireland."

The other guy responds proudly, "Yes, that I am!" The first guy says, "So am I! And where about from Ireland might you be?" The other guy answers, "I'm from Mullingar, I am."

The first guy responds, "Sure and begora, so am I! And what street did you live on in Mullingar?" The other guy says, "I lived on McCleary Street... a lovely little place it was near, the cathedral. The first guy says, "Faith - it's a small world, so did I! And to what school would you have been going?" The other guy answers. "Well now, I went to St. Mary's, of course." The first guy gets really excited and says, "And so did I. Tell me, what year did you graduate?" The other guy answers, "Well now, I graduated in 1964."
The first guy exclaims, "The good Lord must be smiling down upon us! I can hardly believe our good luck at winding up in the same bar tonight. Can you believe it, I graduated from St. Mary's in 1964 my own self."

About this time, another guy walks into the bar, sits down, and orders a beer. The bartender walks over to him shaking his head and mutters: "It's going to be a long night tonight... the Murphy twins are pissed again."
Contact: Mick HARKIN
mailto: harkin@iol.ie

 
Paris, 24 March 2000
From Guy Waksman to liste-efita2001@acta-informatique.fr participants
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European eBusiness and eWork Conference

The European eBusiness and eWork Conference will be held in Madrid, 18-20 October 2000.
Have a look at: http://www.ebew.net/

A Website about hedges in Europe

HEDGES is the French acronym for "Hedges in Europe, Development, Maintenance and Scientific Research". English and French are the two languages used by the partners in this joint European project.
The two aims of the project are:
-to set up a Web site as a scientific and technical resource centre on the Internet ;
-to publish a handbook on planting and maintenance practices for hedges, windbreaks and shelterbelts in Europe.
A newsletter is published regularly throughout 1999 and 2000 to keep readers up to date with our progress. You can read it on line or download a PDF file and print it. Inside the issue #4:
Project diary
. FTP now up and running on our Web site
. Web site redesign
. Traffic on the Hedges Web site in 1999
. Overview of hedges in Europe
       Hedges in France: the situation in 1999
       Hedges in UK
Found on the Web
Announcements: "Hedges" training session

Have a look at: http://www.educagri.fr/hedges/
Contact: Vincent TOURRET
mailto:vtourret@association-idf.com

Application Service Provider in French agriculture

At an AGRIMMEDIA meeting (24 November 1999) Jean-Francois VERNOCHET demonstrated the concept of ASP developed by a bookkeeping centre located in the Paris Basin (Oise departement). To understand this concept and how powerful it may be, you should try to execute WORD or EXCEL through the web on the CITRIX demonstration site: you work as if you execute WORD or EXCEL on your own PC.
Have a look at: http://www.citrix.com/demoroom/demo.asp
Contact: Jean-François VERNOCHET
mailto:vernochet@dyadel.net

A splendid JAVA application: weed control in sugar beets (in German)

Have a look at: http://www-bisz.suedzucker.de/sz1/index.htm

Traceability

Have a look at: http://www.foodtrak.co.uk
Contact: Rebekah Ellis
mailto:rellis@foodtrak.co.uk

Agrar-Informationskataloge in europaeischen Laendern (DAINET newsletter)
Heute: Bulgarien

Das Ministerium fuer Land- und Forstwirtschaft informiert ausschliesslich in bulgarischer Sprache unter:
http://www.mzgar.government.bg/
Die Informationsplattform fuer die Landwirtschaft in Bulgarien wird im Rahmen von "Agroweb" angeboten. Agroweb ist eine Initiative von FAO und IAALD und wird vom FAO-Buero fuer Mittel- und Osteuropaeische Staaten koordiniert. Das bulgarische Angebot von Agroweb erreichen Sie unter:
http://www.uni-sz.bg/agroweb/
Das nationale statistische Institut baut zur Zeit ein neues Angebot auf. In der alten Version sind Informationen zur Land- und Forstwirtschaft unter "Actual Data" englisch verfuegbar
http://hermes.nsi.bg/
(bd)

A Fun Quiz

Are you a professional? This short quiz from Andersen Consulting will help you understand your thinking style better. ;-)

The questions aren't difficult and you can scroll down for the answers.

1. How do you put a giraffe into a refrigerator?

The correct answer is: Open the refrigerator, put in the giraffe and close the door.
This question tests whether you tend to do simple things in an overly complicated way.

2. How do you put an elephant into a refrigerator?

Wrong Answer:
Open the refrigerator, put in the elephant and close the refrigerator.

Correct Answer:

Open the refrigerator, take out the giraffe, put in the elephant and close the door. This tests your ability to think through the repercussions of your actions.

3. The Lion King is hosting an animal conference, all the animals attend except one. Which animal does not attend?

Correct Answer:
The Elephant. The Elephant is in the refrigerator.
This tests your memory. OK, even if you did not answer the first three questions, correctly you can surely answer this one.

4. There is a river you must cross. But it is inhabited by crocodiles. How do you manage it?

Correct Answer: You swim across. All the crocodiles are attending the Animal Meeting! This tests whether you learn quickly from your mistakes.


According to Andersen Consulting Worldwide, around 90% of the professionals they tested got all questions wrong. But many preschoolers got several correct answers. Andersen Consulting says this conclusively disproves the theory that most professionals have the brains of a four-year old.
Contact: Kees Schuur
mailto:ksc@stoas.nl
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Agriculture Internet Users Association

The AIUA was designed to help the exchange of information for Internet Users in the Agriculture Community. Our major feature is the AIUA List Serve were people working and interested in the Agriculture Industry can freely exchange ideas and information with one another.
Have a look at: http://www.aiua.org

Diffuse: Content oriented standards and specifications on Electronic Commerce Interoperability.

Diffuse is funded under the IST programme. The scope of the project is neutral reporting of standards and specifications and related developments in support of Key Action II (New Methods of Work and Electronic Commerce and Key Action III (Multimedia Content and Tools) of the IST programme. The project outputs are primarily targeted at the potential and actual IST participants. The emphasis is on RTD needs, but with a broader perspective in serving the information requirements of industry and public sector in general. Diffuse is an information service designed for its constituency. It builds on the accomplishments of OII using OII material as a starting point. The main elements of the new service are:
- the list of standards and specifications
- Business Guides to the application of standards and specifications
- Fora list of standardisation bodies and industrial consortia

Later on two new elements will be added:
- RTD Project List : annotated listing of standards and specifications implementation by 
 European Information Society RTD projects.
- Case studies on the implementation of standards and specifications in RTD projects
Have a look at: http://www.diffuse.org

Swedish farmers are connected!

LRF has now been running the Internet-site for about four years. During this period the percentage of Swedish farmers connected to the Internet has increased to about 60 %. That means that around 60.000 farmers are connected. The site now has around half a million hits per month. Internet is now the main tool for all the internal communication primary with our staff and members who are elected representatives.

Examples of services are:

E-commerce
An e-commerce-system, which means that the farmer with only one log-in can reach a lot of services, companies, co-operatives, and other farmers to make business. The technique is there. We now are developing the content. The system includes Secure identity, Authentication, Encryption and 

Digital signature. Each company manages its own access control.

Slaughter co-operative
The biggest slaughter co-operative, Farmek, for example, uses the e-commerce system with the farmers. Via the system the farmers can buy and sell piglets, book deliveries of slaughter-pigs - and see the current in the market.
One of our daughter companies, Agrokraft, selling electricity, uses for example the Internet to communicate with the customers who can calculate and compare the costs, fill in a contract and every day follow the costs and their own use of electricity.
We have a tracability system operational in the food-stores in London. Via the Internet the consumer can follow the Swedish meatballs all the way back to the farmers.

Democratic process
- We have done a lot to increase the democratic dimension. For more than a year we regularly send out an e-mail from the president to all our members with an e-mail address we know. We cover our AGMs and other activities via Internet and we are using mailing lists to communicate with our elected representatives and all members.
- Our young farmers association has an ongoing assembly for one year via Internet.

Weather forecasts
Weather forecasts and other services can be followed on the net, free for members. Paying an additional fee they can also continually follow the weather radar and get specially rain forecasts.

Education programme
- We have an ongoing education programme called "The farmers as an entrepreneur". That includes for example a database with teaching and consultancy resources, created together with SLU (Agricultural university of Upsalla.
- We are working with distance learning in English with mixed groups of staff and members.

Helpdesk
All staff and members now have an IT-helpdesk for free. They just call a telephone number opened from 8 am until 10 p.m. every day.

Training
All staff has got the possibility to take a course in getting an EU-drivers licence (ECDL) using the computer. The course is of course on the net.

Intra-, Extra- and Internet
Based on our own experiences, we now are rebuilding our site. We have invested in one single Internet platform for Intra-, Extra- and Internet. For all communication we will use the common public Internet platform and manage the access control via our e-commerce security system. In that way all the staff-members can use "Intranet" also when travelling. The elected representatives can use the "Intranet" as well sitting in the farm office connected with a modem. We have found out that a site with static web pages in the long run is expensive to administrate. Therefore we now have invested in a database with a smart web interface (Oracle 8i with InterMedia and WebDB). The system is now installed on a developing computer and will be up and running for the staff and elected representatives by the end of March. In the end of May we will use the platform also for the members pages and for external communication.

"European Farmers Meeting site"
We have created an "European Farmers Meeting site", which is in the air today. It is a beginning with a simple "News group discussion" and more sophisticated discussion systems will follow.

Contact: Lars HELGSTRAND
mailto:lars.helgstrand@lrf.se

DEMENET

DEMENET is a web portal, which offers information about rural areas - mainly tourism and shopping, including home pages of farmers, bed & breakfast providers and entrepreneurs.
We are going to collect as much information as possible about rural areas, nationally and internationally - maybe starting co-operations with partners internationally. Do you know of anybody, who could be interested to start this initiative with us?
Have a look at: http://www.demenet.com
Contact : Dr. Eveline Riedling
mailto:eriedling@telab.iemw.tuwien.ac.at

Agrar-Informationskataloge in europaeischen Laendern: Tschechische Republik

Die Informationsplattform fuer die Landwirtschaft in der Tschechischen Republik wird im Rahmen von "Agroweb", einer Initiative von FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) und IAALD (International Association of Agricultural Information Specialists) fuer Mittel- und Osteuropaeische Staaten, angeboten. 
http://www.uni-sz.bg/agroweb/
Das Landwirtschaftsministerium ist mit einem umfangreichen Informationsabgebot - leider nur in tschechischer Sprache - im Netz zu finden.
http://www.mze.cz
Das "Czech Statistical Office" stellt ausfuehrlich Zahlen zur Landwirtschaft und anderen Bereichen aus dem Jahre 1999 u.a. in deutscher Sprache zur Verfuegung.
http://www.czso.cz/
Das Institut fuer Agrar- und Ernaehrungsinformation (UZPI) in Prag - ein Projektpartner der ZADI - bietet Informationsdienste (Adressen, Bibliotheken, Datenbanken, Publikationen etc.) fuer Verwaltung, Forschung, Lehre und Oeffentlichkeit an.
http://www.uzpi.cz

Sixth International Conference on Software Reuse - ICSR6

June 26 - 29, Vienna, Austria
Have a look at: http://www.spe.ucalgary.ca/icsr6/registra.htm
Contact: Donhoffer Dieter
mailto:Dieter.Donhoffer@arcs.ac.at

2000-International Symposium on Intelligent Agricultural Information Technology

Beijing on December 1-5, 2000
Have a look at: http://www.cashq.ac.cn/cise/ISIAIT.html
mailto:cllan@cashq.ac.cn cllan@cashq.ac.cn

Statistics

A mathematician, an accountant and an economist apply for the same job. The interviewer calls in the mathematician and asks "What do two plus two equal?" The mathematician replies "Four."  The interviewer asks "Four, exactly?" The mathematician looks at the interviewer incredulously and says "Yes, four, exactly."
Then the interviewer calls in the accountant and asks the same question "What do two plus two equal?" The accountant says "On average, four - give or take ten percent, but on average, four."
Then the interviewer calls in the economist and poses the same question "What do two plus two equal?" The economist gets up, locks the door, closes the shade, sits down next to the interviewer and asks  "What do you want it to equal?"
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EFITA 2001 web site opened!

1. ---> If you want to know more on the future conference EFITA 2001 (18-20 June 2001 in Montpellier France.
---> If you want to make first proposals for symposia or papers...
...please click on http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/efita2001

---> If you want to know more on the two other events which are simultaneously organised there (3ECPA : the third European multidisciplinary Conference on Precision Farming, and agroTIC2001 : the first French forum-exhibition on ITC for agriculture, the food chain and the environment)...
...please click on http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm

Contact: Prof. Francis Sevila
mailto:sevila@ensam.inra.fr

Sorry

The Agriculture Internet Users Association site was public up to now...

European Farmers Meeting site

Have a look at: www.lrf.se/meetingsite/
Contact: Lars HELGSTRAND
mailto:lars.helgstrand@lrf.se

AFITA 2000 - Korean Society of Agricultural Information Science

2nd Asian Conference for Information Technology in Agriculture to be held at the International Co-operation Center, Rural Development Administration, Suwon, Korea on June 15-17, 2000
Have a look at: http://www.ksais.or.kr
Contact: Weon-sik Hahn
mailto:hahnws@rda.go.kr

From Altavista: Farmers Wary of E-Commerce

Agriculture: Several Web sites are vying for their business, but growers question if selling crops online can improve on brokers. MELINDA FULMER. 03/26/00 
Hope and skepticism mingled on the faces of the dusty, boot-clad farmers huddled in a trailer last month at the Tulare Farm Show, watching a presentation by TheAgZone.com on business-to-business e-commerce. Years of bumper crops and rock-bottom prices have made many growers desperate for ways to reach new customers. But as intrigued as they are by e-commerce's promise, none in this group was betting the farm on it.
"Our business is built on relationships," cried one farmer in the audience. "You can't replace that."
Still, dozens of Web sites, offering everything from produce trading and feed sales to electronic stockyards, are giving it their best shot. Old-line agriculture stands to gain the most from the shift of business to the Web, analysts say, because of its fragmented nature and the shrinking number of buyers.
By 2004, more than $1 billion, or 10%, of all agricultural business-to-business sales could be conducted over the Net, from feed and tractor purchases to crop sales, according to an estimate by Goldman Sachs.
By finding new customers here and abroad and gaining access to up-to-the-minute pricing and supply information, smaller growers could command higher prices for their products, says Diane Friend, a cattle rancher and founder of Horsepower.com, a site that helps farmers trade 420 different commodities. 
Moreover, she says, growers could find markets for the kinds of things supermarkets such as Ralphs or Vons won't buy--blemished or small vegetables for livestock feed and specialty crops such as Chinese vegetables.
"You've got all this product that funnels through this little stream [of middlemen and retailers] and out to millions of consumers," Friend says. "We'd just like to see the center of that hourglass open back up a little bit and return some of the marketing costs to producers."
The Internet could also help speed the globalization of agriculture by wiping out local monopolies that hinder distribution in other countries, says Tom Hazlett, a professor of agricultural and resource economics at UC Davis. But, he says, it could also provide more competition from producers abroad.
The global potential of agricultural e-commerce has prompted investment bankers and venture capitalists to funnel tens of millions of dollars into farm-related sites such as TheAgZone.com, Farms.com, Tradingproduce.com, Buyproduce.com, Agex.com, Agribuys.com and DirectAg.com.
But as good as these sites sound, some growers say they don't change the basic requirement of the business--volume.
"Is someone from New York going to buy five to 10 cartons of lemons from a farmer in Ventura?" says Parry Klassen, who grows peaches on 10 acres in Selma. "They're only going to pay to ship 10,000 or 20,000 cartons of something."
Small growers, Klassen says, still need to deal with a local broker who can pool their produce in large enough amounts to make it attractive for ever-expanding supermarket and restaurant chains.
To persuade skeptics such as these and penetrate the tightknit California farming industry, Web executives have begun hitting the farm circuit, attending equipment shows like these, American Farm Bureau Federation meetings and just about any other place growers congregate.
They've fanned out a sales force--many recruited from the state's largest produce companies--to talk to some of the larger, more influential growers.
"They're all calling trying to get me to sign up," complains Wayne Brandt, who packs a million pounds of peaches, plums and nectarines in Reedley. "I can't even keep track of them."
At the recent Tulare show, TheAgZone.com was handing out baseball caps and showing growers and equipment sellers how to post electronic storefronts. Farms.com and Farmbid.com were giving demonstrations of their online bidding systems, while simultaneously knocking their competitors.
These Web site operators know that farmers aren't as slow to embrace technology as most people believe. Just under half of California farmers are using the Net, compared with 23% three years ago. However, most are using it for e-mail, to buy equipment or to scan for content such as weather reports or crop prices, says one Farm Bureau official, not to buy and sell commodities.
"Farmers in rural areas rely on the Internet to access things they wouldn't be able to get otherwise," says Rick Bush, who handles online services for the Park Ridge, Ill.-based Farm Bureau. "And it saves them a long trip into town."
Although Brandt, 63, has ordered a used forklift from EBay and uses the Internet to communicate with buyers, he is cautious about shifting marketing to the Web.
"We're going to have to check with our buyers," Brandt says. 'We'll take our cue from them."
Indeed, although the Internet is supposed to empower farmers by giving them access to new markets, most fear alienating their existing customers.
Months into their operations, few of these sites have been doing many deals. And almost none have persuaded farmers to shell out money for subscription fees.
Still, just about everyone seems to be experimenting with Web trading.
"It seems a little cumbersome," says Roger Schroeder, vice president of the Colton-based Stater Bros. supermarket chain's produce division. "But my gut feeling is it is the right thing to do. We're going to start using it for certain commodities."
Horsepower.com, which has been up and running for more than a month, has 300 unpaid members and is averaging 30 to 50 transactions a day.
Friend and her husband, Ralph, created the prototype for Horsepower.com after they discovered that a broker they had paid to sell a load of hay had sold it to a neighbor two miles down the road, reaping a $2,500 profit in about an hour.
"No one can know every other buyer out there," Friend says. "But you can put [your products] on the Internet and get a hit in five minutes."
Many brokers aren't threatened by e-commerce's promise. They say the Internet should just help them track down produce more cheaply and efficiently. But others see the Internet as a rival, enabling growers to bypass them and reach their existing retail customers.
"The wholesaler is getting squeezed out little by little as all the bigger [grocery] chains go direct," says Stanley Alvarez, buying manager for Coast Citrus Distributors in San Diego.
"The Internet is going to make it even tougher."
Ultimately, says the Farm Bureau's Bush, as real-time quotes become as common as stock quotes and more buyers shift to the Web, the reliance on traditional marketing channels will decline.
"Relationships are great," Bush says. "But when it's a matter of price, most people are pretty pragmatic about that."
Contact: Jean-Christophe BEJANNIN
mailto:jcbejannin@groupama-ccama.tm.fr

Murphy's laws of computing

1. When computing, whatever happens, behave as though you meant it to happen.
2. When you get to the point where you really understand your computer, it's probably obsolete.
3. The first place to look for information is in the section of the manual where you least expect to find it.
4. When the going gets tough, upgrade.
5. For every action, there is an equal and opposite malfunction.
6. To error is human . . . to blame your computer for your mistakes is even more human, it is downright natural.
7. He who laughs last probably made a back-up.
8. If at first you do not succeed, blame your computer.
9. A complex system that does not work is invariably found to have evolved from a simpler system that worked just fine.
10. The number one cause of computer problems is computer solutions.
11. A computer program will always do what you tell it to do, but rarely what you want to do.
Contact: Michel DUPRES
mailto:dupres@dial.oleane.com
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EFITA 2001 site

Have a look at:http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/efita2001
or             http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm
Contact: Prof. Francis Sevila
mailto:sevila@ensam.inra.fr

International Symposium on Intelligent Agricultural Information Technology

Beijing on December 1-5, 2000
Contact: Ms.Cuiling LAN
mailto:cllan@cashq.ac.cn

European Initiative for Agricultural Research for Development (EIARD)

Have a look: http://www.dainet.de/eiard/infosys

XML application in Agriculture

Have a look: http://www.zadi.de/xml/

European Forum on Agricultural Research (EFARD)

Have a look: http://www.dainet.de/european forum

Questionnaire about ICT requirements in Agricultural Research for development

Have a look: http://www.sfiar.infoagrar.ch/htm/userstudy.htm

FAO thesaurus

AGROVOC is a multilingual thesaurus for indexing and retrieving data in agricultural information systems, specifically the international co-operative systems AGRIS (International Information System for the Agricultural Science and Technology) and CARIS (Current Agricultural Research Information System), managed by FAO. It covers all agricultural sectors, including plant and animal protection, primary agricultural products, forestry, fisheries, human nutrition, rural development and the effects of agriculture on the environment.

The first two editions of AGROVOC, published in 1982 and 1992 (which were not distributed by FAO), have proven to be an indispensable tool for many agricultural institutions, libraries and scientists world wide, and a number of other organisations have also adopted AGROVOC as indexing language for their information system. Thanks to the feedback received from many users, including the AGRIS and CARIS centres (over 200 centres throughout the world), many proposals for the improvement of this already successful thesaurus have been incorporated into this third edition, now comprising over 15 700 descriptors.

Each language version of AGROVOC is presented as a single alphabetical list containing three categories of entries: descriptors, non-descriptors and multiword terms in permuted form. Thus, the single list combines the thesaurus' own terms, descriptors and non-descriptors, together with their word blocks and the permuted index of all the components used in the descriptors and non-descriptors.

AGROVOC is intended for librarians and documentalists, researchers and students, extension agents, translators, journalists, terminolgy specialists, and people concerned with international trade who need to resolve terminology problems - in all fields related to agriculture.

You may be interested in a new programme developed under WINDOWS by ACTA which provides users with an easy access to this superb thesaurus.
ACTA is marketing this programme with FAO agreement. The sale price is 400 FF VAT not included.
Contact: Guy Waksman
mailto:waksman@acta-informatique.fr

HYPP, an encyclopaedia for Plant Protection on CD-ROM

For the first time, basic knowledge on weeds, plant diseases and pests are stored on CD-ROM. All these information available in six languages (English, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese) and put together represent more than 12 000 pages of text, 3 000 images and 1 000 drawings. Access to this information is possible, as on a micro-computer equipped with a CD‑ROM drive.
In order to identify problems on the basis of samples, the users can have access to information through three different modes : the guided mode for learning, the query mode for the specialists and the key word access (hyper text).
This real encyclopaedia has a pedagogical purpose and represents an essential tool for teaching and for agricultural advisory organisations. It is compiled by an international group, co-ordinated by ACTA and INRA, and financed, in part, by the European Commission (Direction for Information Technologies - DG XIII - Impact programme).
Aims. HYPP has two aims :
- to provide a user, already facing a weed or pest or disease problem in a crop, with more information.
- to help with the identification of a specific crop protection problem. HYPP enables weeds, pests and diseases to be identified and where identification is not fully possible will provide guidance as to the most probable species.
Public and uses. HYPP is a tool designed for teaching, training and for farmers and advisors too. Teachers and their students will find here a source of important information for courses on plant pathology and plant biology. HYPP is also of interest to farmers, advisors and the technical personnel of the plant protection industry since it is a unique programme summarising crop protection knowledge of the whole Western and Mediterranean Europe. As it is multilingual, HYPP can also be used as a specialised translation dictionary.
Weed sciences. HYPP presents the main weeds of Western Europe at the seedling and mature plant stages. A data bank gives access to files and photographs of these species (580 species ; 1600 photographs). The files describe the weeds giving information about their taxonomy, their distribution and their ecology. Sensitivity to herbicides is not mentioned and no control methods are proposed. A species recognition help module, i.e. the guided mode, uses a simple vocabulary which looks appropriate for non-technical users.
Plant pathology. HYPP covers pathogenic agents (fungi, bacteria, viruses and mycoplasms) of the crops and fruit trees (182 pathogens ; 240 diseases ; 570 photographs). These pathogenic agents are represented in HYPP by the symptoms which they cause. The observer can, for example, compare the symptoms caused by the same parasite on different crops.
Agricultural zoology. The vertebrates described in HYPP were chosen from various documents, especially from the ACTA Guide (Guide pratique de défense des cultures). A list of species was selected which was then submitted to many entomologists with the aim of eliminating all but the most important pests in Western Europe, while still including those which are found only in specific regions but which cause great damage (312 pests ; 1200 photographs).
Commercialisation. ACTA is selling HYPP at 500 FF (VAT included, postage paid for EU Member States).
Contact: Guy Waksman
mailto:waksman@acta-informatique.fr

5TH European Conference on Higher Agricultural Education: “From Production Agriculture To Rural Development: Challenges For Higher Education In The New Millennium” - September 9 – 13, 2000; UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH, UNITED KINGDOM

It was clear from the outcome of the fourth conference in Moscow that this is a topic of growing importance to educators, extension workers and policy makers in all European and many other countries. The issue of rural development is compelling and the higher education system needs to react to the significant and rapid changes that are occurring in rural areas and communities. This conference will address the implications for centres of higher education, of the changing focus from production agriculture to rural development and will pose the following questions for discussion:
What are the implications for institutions that have long specialised in higher agricultural education?
How are universities and other centres of higher education adapting to the changes?
Is there a danger of neglecting the fundamentals of agricultural education?
What developments are required in the curriculum and the delivery of learning during transition?
Web site: http://www.sh.plym.ac.uk/echae5
CONTACT: Dr END Williams,
mailto:echae5@plymouth.ac.uk

Insects from the former USSR

See: http://osipov.org/insects/
mailto:danospv@aol.com

Muldon's dog

A farmer named Muldoon lived alone in the Irish countryside with a pet dog he doted on. The dog finally died and Muldoon went to the parish priest and asked, "Father, the dog is dead. Could you be after saying a mass for the creature?"

Father Patrick replied, "No, we cannot have services for an animal in the church, but there's a new denomination down the road. No telling what they believe, but maybe they'll do something for the animal."

Muldoon said, "I'll go right now. Do you think $50,000.00 is enough to donate for the service?"

Father Patrick said, "Why didn't you tell me the dog was Catholic?"
Contact: Mick Harkin
mailto:harkin@iol.ie
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Non-commercial farmers' made software programmes

Fertilisation, invoices, crops' rotations, gross margin computation, subsidises, etc.
See: http://www.hyltel.fr/logagri
Contact: Damien GENTILLEAU
mailto:damien@hyltel.fr

Interesting statistics about Internet domains

See: http://www.afnic.asso.fr/statistiques/

International Conference SEFI 2000: The Many Facets of International Education of Engineers 6-8 September 2000 - Paris (France)

See: http://www.paristech.org/SEFI2000
Contact: Jean MICHEL
mailto:michel-j@mail.enpc.fr

Foodchain 2001 conference - March 14-16, Uppsala, Sweden

In recent years, there has been increasing focus on food issues in the European Union, and consumers have begun to question the quality of their food and the methods used to produce it. Consumers have a right to feel confident that the food they eat is free from toxic substances and has been produced in such a way as to take into account the impact on both animals and the environment. However, in the last few years, several incidents have occurred to undermine consumers' trust in European food. Every effort must be made to restore this trust. To do this, a comprehensive view of the food chain is necessary. An awareness of the importance of the entire production process, "from stable to table", is vital when planning for future production, processing and distribution of food.
During Sweden's presidency of the EU, an international conference focusing on the food chain will be arranged jointly by the Swedish Government, the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, the National Board of Fisheries, the National Food Administration, the National Veterinary Institute and the Swedish Board of Agriculture. The aim of this conference is to identify weak links in the food chain, to discuss alternative methods and to suggest steps to attain a chain that is safe, sustainable and ethical.Leading researchers and practitioners have been invited to make keynote presentations at the conference. Plenary meetings and parallel sessions will ensure maximum opportunities for interaction between researchers, producers, consumers and government agencies in setting the future agenda for a shift towards a comprehensive view of the food chain.
The Swedish Government has accorded high priority to efforts to promote the concept of a safe, sustainable and ethical food chain during Sweden's presidency, and this conference is one of the Government's contributions to this end. I hope that you will be able to take part in the conference and look forward to seeing you in Uppsala on 14-16 March 2001!
Margareta Winberg - Minister for Agriculture, Food and Fisheries
See: http://www.service.slu.se/conference/foodchain2001/registration/index.htm
For more information, please contact the conference secretariat
mailto:foodchain2001@slu.se">foodchain2001@slu.se

Portuguese request

Our company - Vortice, lda is a Portuguese company acting as a regular supplier of meteorological stations to agronomical institutions. There is an increase request for post processing software programmes dedicated to warning of potential problems with the crops (plant diseases for instance in wines, apples, etc.) to enable the farmers to apply suitable products in due time. Please inform us if you can deliver requested software. 
Contact: Luís Chaves da Costa
mailto:vortice@esoterica.pt

For those of us who understand that the obvious is not always the solution and that the facts, no matter how implausible, are still the facts...

A complaint was received by the Pontiac Division of General Motors: "This is the second time, I have written you, and I don't blame you for not answering me, because I kind of sounded crazy. But it is a fact that we have a tradition in our family of ice cream for dessert after dinner each night. But the kind of ice cream varies so, every night, after we've eaten, the whole family votes on which kind of ice cream we should have and I drive down to the store to get it. It's also a fact that I recently purchased a new Pontiac and since then my trips to the store have created a problem. You see, every time I buy vanilla ice cream, when I start back from the store my car won't start. If I get any other kind of ice cream, the car starts just fine. I want you to know I'm serious about this question, no matter how silly it sounds: 'What is there about a Pontiac that makes it not start when I get vanilla ice cream, and easy to start whenever I get any other kind?'"

The Pontiac President was understandably sceptical about the letter, but sent an engineer to check it out anyway. The latter was surprised to be greeted by a successful, obviously well-educated man in a fine neighbourhood. He had arranged to meet the man just after dinner time, so the two hopped into the car and drove to the ice cream store. It was vanilla ice cream that night and, sure enough, after they came back to the car, it wouldn't start. The engineer returned for three more nights. The first night, the man got chocolate. The car started. The second night, he got strawberry. The car started. The third night he ordered vanilla. The car failed to start. Now the engineer, being a logical man, refused to believe that this man's car was allergic to vanilla ice cream. He arranged, therefore, to continue his visits for as long as it took to solve the problem. And toward this end he began to take notes: he jotted down all sorts of data, time of day, type of gas used, time to drive back and forth, etc.

In a short time, he had a clue: the man took less time to buy vanilla than any other flavor. Why? The answer was in the layout of the store. Vanilla, being the most popular flavor, was in a separate case at the front of the store for quick pickup. All the other flavors were kept in the back of the store at a different counter where it took considerably longer to find the flavor and get checked out.

Now the question for the engineer was why the car wouldn't start when it took less time. Once time became the problem -- not the vanilla ice cream - the engineer quickly came up with the answer: vapor lock. It was happening every night, but the extra time taken to get the other flavors allowed the engine to cool down sufficiently to start. When the man got vanilla, the engine was still too hot for the vapor lock to dissipate.

Moral of the story: even insane-looking problems are sometimes real.
 Paris, 6 June 2000
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AGRIMMEDIA meeting in Paris

ACTA Informatique will organise 13 June 2000 from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. a half day seminar devoted to two aspects of Internet developments:
- How the Internet is used by rural communities?
- Traceability of agricultural products and the Internet
All contributions (in French only) will be gathered and will be available on the ACTA Informatique web site, where you can find the files of all previous French AGRIMMEDIA meetings.
Contact: Guy Waksman
mailto:waksman@acta-informatique.fr

ACTA newsletter

Please do not hesitate to disseminate information in English to French people interested in IT for Agriculture, to ask questions, etc., through the ACTA weekly newsletter (more than 7200 subscribers).
Contact: Guy Waksman
mailto:waksman@acta-informatique.fr

XML applications

ZADI/InfoSys organised late 1999 and early 2000 two workshops on the application of XML standards in agriculture. ZADI/InfoSys also hosts a Web page of the European working group on XML application in Agriculture.
See: http://www.zadi.de/xml/

Japanese Society of Agricultural Informatics

Our society (JSAI) established on 1988, has over ten years history for researches of ITs in agricultural and rural area applications. We have nearly one thousand members of researchers and extension officers and farmers. The Director of the JSAI is Professor Dr. Hashimoto.
See: http://www.jsai.or.jp/english/

In 1998 was established AFITA with other Asian countries.
See: http://www.jsai.or.jp/afita/
Contact: Dr. Norihiro Nakamura
Professor of the Aikoku university
mailto:nori@aikoku-u.ac.jp

EXPO 2000
----------------------------------
See: http://www.expo2000.de

Looking for contacts!

I am Ho-Jin Chung, administrative official (Information Deputy Director), working in NVRQS, which is belong to Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) in Korean government. 
Our institute focuses on the three major projects:
- rebuilding the Korean Animal Quarantine Information system(KAQIS) and the Automated Import Information System(AIIS) which are currently use.
- building Integrated Information System through connection between disease control and quarantine service, safety & Inspection service.
Therefore, I would like to visit EU to know more about:
- Animal Disease Notification System (ADNS)
- Animal Movement (ANIMO)
- SHIFT (for livestock products and information network) 
- EUROVET (Health Monitoring System) 
- Rapid Alert System for Food
- French Management or Operation of Integration Computer(Information) Centre of Agriculture at Toulouse
Contact: Ho-jin Chung, Administrative official
E-mail: chjin@nvrqs.go.kr 
Tel: 82-343-467-1975

Agrar-Informationskataloge in europaeischen Laendern : Slowakische Republik
from DAINET newsletter with ZADI authorisation

AgroWeb Slovakia, das landwirtschaftliche Informationssystem von FAO und IAALD fuer die Slowakische Republik, ist im Netz zu erreichen unter der Adresse
http://www.uvtip.sk/english/awsk/
Das Landwirtschaftsministerium verweist im Online-Angebot auf Organisationen und Veranstaltungen im Agrarbereich und stellt den Gruenen Bericht 1999 als pdf-Datei (Tip: Datei erst abspeichern, dann oeffnen) zur Verfuegung
http://www.mpsr.sk/english/index.htm
Das Institut fuer agrarwissenschaftliche und -technische Informationen (ISTIA) bietet den "AgroWebClub", eine Informationsplattform mit Veranstaltungen, Adressen, Datenbanken, Fachinformationen und Pressemitteilungen im Internet an
http://www.uvtip.sk/english/awc/index.htm

Death

Two men meet on the street and the first says: "I am sorry to hear of your father's passing, what happened?"
The second man responded: "Well he was 90 years old and passed away quietly in his sleep... which is more than I can say for the three other people in the car he was driving!"
Contact: Mick HARKIN
mailto: harkin@iol.ie
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EFITA 2001

You will find on the EFITA2001 site information about objectives, topics and organisation of EFITA 2001 and other associated events. You can use the web-site to subscribe to the information mailing lists. There are online pre-registration forms you can use if you are interested to participate: you can propose presentation on your R and D activity, or topics that you foresee as being attractive as special symposia inside the conference.
Please note that participants who wish to make presentations are requested to send an abstract, by September 30, 2000, at the latest.

http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/EFITA2001
http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events

Contact: JN PAOLI
mailto:paoli@ensam.inra.fr

Useful calendar of events

See: http://www.uvtip.sk/english/awc/index.htm
Contact: Dr. Ehud Gelb
mailto:gelb@agri.huji.ac.il

The Internet - the gateway to the future of farming?

As part of the Government's 'Farming Summit' Package, announced in March, to address the problems facing the agricultural industry was a resolution to develop the use of information technology within the farming sector. Dubbed "E-farming" by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food this initiative followed earlier announcements that MAFF regional offices were to close as part of a re-structuring process.
A new report "E-Farming or E-Folly" compiled by Martyn Warren, the Head of Land Use and Rural Management at the Seale-Hayne Faculty of the University of Plymouth, welcomes the concept of an "action plan for e-farming" and the introduction of funding which would support it.
"The Internet clearly has enormous potential for farmers and the industry" Martyn Warren says "but the aim of cutting costs drives MAFF to perhaps move faster than the farming community can cope with or adapt to.
Copies of Martyn Warren's report can be downloaded by visiting:
http://141.163.121.36/LearningResources/Telematics.html 
The report highlights that simply providing the facility for electronic mailing or posting information on the internet does not automatically lead to better communication or dissemination of information. The report concludes that before closing local MAFF offices, the Ministry should carefully assess the potential effect of such closures and particularly the possible isolation and alienation of some sizeable groups of farmers.
The findings are based on 5 years' research and study of farmers' use of the internet and contrasts the growth in the use of computers in two different areas of the UK- the South West and the Eastern Counties. There has been a dramatic increase in the use of personal computers by farmers over the last few years with two thirds of farms now using computers to assist in running their businesses. But much lower rates of computer usage were recorded on smaller farms and on those rearing cattle and sheep and amongst older farmers. 
Piloting of the internet to a small potential user group of farmers met a lukewarm response with people saying that they found fax easier to use than e-mail, they lacked training and know-how and found the world wide web difficult to use and that there was no real incentive to use it as opposed to accessing other information sources.
The report also highlights that internet use does not fit established work patterns for farmers, particularly in the growing season and that Martyn Warren suggests other members of the farmer's family need to embrace the new technology as well.
"Farmers' spouses and families already make an enormous contribution to the running of the farm business and aiming internet services at them may be a powerful catalyst for change. It could be that children, for instance, could add internet 'chores' to the traditional ones of feeding the calves and helping with bale stacking." 

Contact: Martyn Warren
Head of Land Use and Rural Management Department
Seale Hayne Faculty
University of Plymouth, 
Newton Abbot, England, TQ12 6NQ
Tel:  +44 [0]1626 325673
Fax:  +44 [0]1626 325657
WWW:  http://sealehayne.plymouth.ac.uk

About AGRIMMEDIA meetings organised by ACTA Informatique

ACTA Informatique organise 3 to 4 AGRIMMEDIA meetings per year in Paris. The next one will be held on 14 November 2000. The question raised will be "How did the Internet and other multimedia techniques change agricultural advisory activities?", and another one will be held on 20 February 2001 about "e-commerce in French agriculture" in the framework of the Paris show of Agriculture.
People invited to present their work. Summaries of their contributions, together with their PPT presentations are available on the ACTA web site.
Contact: Guy Waksman
mailto:waksman@acta-informatique.fr

European agricultural WEB-CV : new features

- Notice available in English
- Possibility of links
Contact: Jan IZAKS
mailto:jiz@stoas.nl

"New methods and modern technologies in computer crop simulation": School-seminar for young scientists - Saint-Petersburg, Russia, End of June 2001

Scientific-Education Centre for Agroecology (AUNC) in collaboration with Agrophysical Research Institute, Saint-Petersburg State University & Klaipeda University (Lithuania) announce the international school-seminar "New methods and modern technologies in computer crop simulation".
The course is intended for young specialists, graduated and post- graduated students interested in agroecosystem modelling and implementation of information technologies in agriculture. Main objectives of the Seminar are: 
(i) study of new methods for mathematical description of main processes in a soil-plant-atmosphere system and 
(ii) extension of modern computer technologies for development and maintenance of software applications on the base of crop models.
The program will include a set of lectures as well as tutorial exercises along the following streamlines: 
- Infrastructure of computer models and modelling environments of complex natural systems and the methodology for their analysis and design (field trial databases, object-oriented approach, model identification and adaptation procedures, etc.).
- Techniques and algorithms for simulation of biotic and abiotic processes in agroecosystem (plant growth and development, dry matter partitioning, transpiration, soil hydrophysics, empirical vs mechanistic modelling approaches).
- Comparative overview and demonstration of simulation systems and packages for development and analysis of dynamic simulation models (DYMOS, ModelBuilder, ModelMaker, PowerSim, etc.)
- Actual problems, social and economical aspects, and the potential impact of information technologies in agriculture (Information society vs Sustainable development).

Lectures and tutorials will be carried out by the leading specialists from SPbSU, ARI and Klaipeda University. The Head of the seminar is the Professor Ratmir A. Poluektov. All the participants will be certified and supplied by exemplar software products (crop model AGROTOOL and field trial database SIMONA) as well as the tutorials and appropriate documentation.
End of June and beginning of July, the so called "white nights" period, is the best season in Saint-Petersburg. Visiting famous museums, palaces and theatres, making a round trip through city channels and rivers will give You a magic impression about the biggest Northern city in the World.
Time and duration: 5 days since June 27 to - July 1, 2001 (preliminary dates)
Location: ARI and SPbSU (Saint-Petersburg, Russia)
Languages: English is the main working language of the Seminar. Russian will be nominated as an additional working language in the case of majority of Russian-speaking participants.
Course fee: Course fee is 300 USD for foreign participants and 350 RUR for participants from FSU republics (including Baltic countries). No financial assistance is available from Organisation Committee.
Application: Registration form, detailed program, rules and dates for submission etc. will be presented in information letter distributed by mail and accessible in Internet since June 15 2000. Information letter and any additional data can be also requested personally using the Contact phone/fax numbers and E-mail addresses mentioned below. The number of participants is limited.

Contact: Mail: Prof. Poluektov R.A., Agrophysical Research Institute, 14 Grazhdanskij pr., 195220, Saint-Petersburg, Russia.
phone: (812) 534-11-79; fax: (812) 534-19-00 (please note for AUNC)
E-mail: seca@vt4142.spb.edu , agrosoil@mail.bio.pu.ru
Web site: http://www.chat.ru/~ecomodel

Conference New Technology Tools and European Awareness: A Winning Tandem for European Learners

21st June 2000 at the European Parliament in Brussels
On June 21st, the Pegasus Foundation will organise a major conference entitled "New Technology Tools and European Awareness: A Winning Tandem for European Learners". With this message, we would like to invite you to participate in this event. The conference will take place at the European Parliament in Brussels on the 21st of June 2000. It will last the whole day.
The Pegasus Foundation was founded in 1991 by Members of the European Parliament from all the countries of the European Union, and all the political groups within the Parliament. It develops and manages numerous European projects aimed at promoting, developing and disseminating the European citizenship by raising awareness of the European identity in its complex and rich diversity.
Because the Foundation strives for meeting the demands of all European Institutions, it wishes to act as a relay point between these Institutions and businesses, field workers and decision-makers for developing European projects in the cultural and educational fields. After the success deriving from initiatives such as the "Schools Adopt Monuments" project, the Pegasus Foundation has co-ordinated the project ParlEuNet - A Student's Parliament Via Educational Multimedia Learning Models and Technologies with the support of prestigious partners from the educational and technological European research areas.

ParlEuNet is an ambitious project financed by the European Commission (Educational Multimedia Task Force). It started in January 1998 and it will come to an end in June 2000. This project has a particular educational relevance. Its main goals are the following:

 To enhance understanding of the European Parliament and develop a 
sense of European citizenship by enabling students to use modern 
technological tools;
- To better evaluate, from the educational research point of view, 
innovative pedagogical models promoting learning in a telematics 
environment.
Given the importance of disseminating the results achieved thanks to thesupport of the European Union, the ParlEuNet partnership will present its conclusions during the conference and indicate some guiding principles for an efficient utilization of the information society tools in the fields of education and research. 
The speakers of the conference are Ministers (or their representatives) of Education, Training, Research and New Technologies, officials of the European Commission and representatives of companies and European associations involved and/or interested in educational multimedia development and in European awareness.
We are pleased to invite other active players and decision-makers in charge of EU policies for education, training, research and new technology, representatives of companies and research institutes that elaborate/produce technical equipment and pedagogical material for new forms of teaching/learning with the support of ICT and all projects in the field of education and training technologies.

Corinna GRECO                         Barbara BIASIOLO
Project manager of ParlEuNet          Project assistant of ParlEuNet
mailto:info@proacte.com

Technical support

Dear Tech Support,

Recently I upgraded from Boyfriend 5.0 to Husband 1.0 and noticed that the new program began making unexpected changes to the accounting software, severely limiting access to wardrobe, flower and jewellery applications that operated flawlessly under Boyfriend 5.0. No mention of this phenomenon was included in the product brochure.

In addition, Husband 1.0 uninstalls many other valuable programs such as DinnerDancing 7.5, CruiseShip 2.3, and OperaNight 6.1 and installs new, undesirable programs such as PokerNight 1.3, SaturdayFootball5.0, Golf2.4 and ClutterEverywhere 4.5. Conversation 8.0 no longer runs, and invariably crashes the system. Under no circumstances will it run DiaperChanging14.1 or HouseCleaning 2.6. I've tried running Nagging 5.3 to fix Husband 1.0,but this all purpose utility is of only limited effectiveness. Can you help, please!!

Sincerely,

XXX


Dear XXX:

This is a very common problem women complain about, but it is mostly due to a primary misconception. Many people upgrade from Boyfriend 5.0 to Husband 1.0 with no idea that Boyfriend 5.0 is merely an ENTERTAINMENT package. However, Husband 1.0 is an OPERATING SYSTEM and was designed by its creator to run as few applications as possible.

Further, you cannot purge Husband 1.0 and return to Boyfriend 5.0, because Husband 1.0 is not designed to do this. Hidden operating files within your system would cause Boyfriend 5.0 to emulate Husband 1.0, so nothing is gained.

It is impossible to uninstall, delete, or purge the program files from the system, once installed. Any new program files can only be installed once per year, as Husband 1.0 has severely limited memory. Error messages are common, and a normal part of Husband 1.0.

In desperation to play some of their "old time" favourite applications, or to get new applications to work, some women have tried to install Boyfriend 6.0, or Husband 2.0. However, these women end up with more problems than encountered with Husband 1.0.

Look in your manual under "Warnings: Divorce/Child Support." You will notice that this program runs very poorly, and comes bundledwith HeartBreak 1.3. I recommend you keep Husband 1.0, and just learn the quirks of this strange and illogical system.

Having Husband 1.0 installed myself, I might also suggest you read the entire section regarding General Partnership Faults [GPFs]. This is a wonderful feature of Husband 1.0, secretly installed by the parent company as an integral part of the operating system.

Husband 1.0 must assume ALL responsibility for ALL faults and problems, regardless of root cause. To activate this great feature enter the command
"C:\ I THOUGHT YOU LOVED ME".

Sometimes Tears 6.2 must be run simultaneously while entering the command. Husband 1.0 should then run the applications Apologize 12.3 and Flowers/Chocolates 7.8.

TECH TIP!
Avoid excessive use of this feature. Overuse can create additional and more serious GPFs, and ultimately YOU may have to give a C:\ I APOLOGIZE command before the system will return to normal operations.

Overuse can also cause Husband 1.0 to default to GrumpySilence 2.5, or worse yet, to Beer 6.0. Beer 6.0 is a very bad program that causes Husband 1.0 to create FatBelly files and SnoringLoudly wave files that are very hard to delete. Save yourself some trouble by following this tech tip!

Just remember! The system will run smoothly, and take the blame for all GPFs, but because of this fine feature it can only intermittently run all the applications Boyfriend 5.0 ran. Husband 1.0 is a great program, but it does have limited memory and cannot learn new applications quickly.

Consider buying additional software to improve performance. I personally recommend HotFood 3.0, Lingerie 5.3 and Patience 10.1. Used in conjunction, these utilities can really help keep Husband 1.0 running smoothly.

After several years of use, Husband 1.0 will become familiar and you will find many valuable embedded features such as FixBrokenThings 2.1, Snuggling 4.2 and BestFriend 7.6.

A final word of caution! Do NOT, under any circumstances, install MotherInLaw 1.0. This is not a supported application, and will cause selective shutdown of the operating system. Husband 1.0 will run only Fishing 9.4 and Hunting 5.2 until MotherInLaw 1.0 is uninstalled.

I hope these notes have helped. Thank you for choosing to install Husband 1.0 and we here at Tech Support wish you the best of luck in coming years. We trust you will learn to fully enjoy this product!

Tech Support


Copyright 1999 TD Securities (USA) Inc. The subject matter contained herein has been derived from several sources believed to be reliable and accurate at the time of publication. TD Securities (USA) Inc. does not accept any liability or losses either direct or consequential caused by the use of this information. TD Securities (USA) Inc. is neither making any investment recommendation nor providing any professional or advisory services relating to the activities described herein. The information contained herein is provided for your exclusive benefit and use. Except for internal distribution, the information shall not be further distributed or duplicated in whole or in part by any means without the written consent of TD Securities (USA) Inc.

Contact: Pascale Debord
mailto:pascale@agriversal.com
 
Paris, 27 June 2000
From Guy Waksman to liste-efita2001@acta-informatique.fr participants
Subject: EFITA 2001 newsletter / 12

EFITA 2001 Invitation

The European Scientific Association EFITA is the federation of European National Associations of scientists and professionals who deal with the design, development, use, and management of modern information and communication systems in the agrifood sector. The focus of EFITA is on the utilisation of modern information technology for the development and the economic and environmental sustainability of the agrifood sector with its institutional infrastructure and its agricultural and commercial enterprises along the food production chain.

The EFITA European conferences are held every 2 years in a different country of Europe. The first one was organised in Copenhagen (Denmark) in 1997. The second one happened in Bonn (Germany) in 1999.

----> Context and Aim
The availability of appropriate information and communication systems is a critical success factor in the agrifood sector's global responsibility for:
- The production and distribution of food
- The preservation of the quality of natural environments
It is the objective of the conference to provide a meeting place for all scientists and professionals with the interest in design, development, use and management of information and communication systems in and for:
- Agriculture and extension
- Agribusiness and the food industry
- Agricultural policy and
- The environment

The Conference will feature a unique combination of 2 elements:
- A mainstream conference
- Conference symposia

----> Mainstream Conference
It gives room for a broad spectrum of themes related to the design development and use of IT systems in and for the agrifood sector.
It will include plenary sessions, parallel working group sessions, poster sessions, and computer demonstrations.
A plenary session will focus on the continuing challenge on how sector activities in information and communication systems can contribute to efforts to help the agrifood sector to grow and to become more secure.
Other plenary sessions as well as the parallel working group sessions may include presentations from a wide range of subjects related to the design, development and use of information systems and information technology.

01 - Information and communication systems for the improvement of activities in farms, firms, organisations and the sector as a whole.
02 - Decision support systems ranging from farm management to policy decision support.
03 - Electronic trading and commerce systems.
04 - The design and use of internet services.
05 - Information infrastructure in firms and in the sector.
06 - Role of standards
07 - Applied methodologies in system development and computer science.
08 - Education and training in information technologies and their use.
09 - Role of information systems in the support of learning networks and learning organisations.
10 - Consequences of the developments for the sector (farms, markets, regions, etc.)
11 - Economics (cost and benefit) of modern information and communication systems.

----> Conference Symposia
The conference symposia are small conferences in their own right but within the EFITA conference. They address specific interest groups and focus on applications of information and communication systems in specific areas.

Conference symposia will be organised according to up-to-date matters of interest. Propositions are welcome.
Each symposium should be opened by a keynote address followed by its own line of contributed papers.
Symposia have already been proposed on :
- Computer modelisation in agronomy
- The use of high definition remote sensing for land and resources management (jointly with ECPA)
- Chain management and traceability
- Remote control and greenhouse management
- Analysis/management of genetic resources
- Why is IT adoption rate by farmers so slow ?

----> Call for contributions and abstracts
Papers, posters, and computer demonstrations are requested for all the listed subject areas and related fields. Participants, who wish to make presentations are requested to send an abstract of between 300 and 600 words, by September 30, 2000, at the latest. Abstract should emphasise the title, objective, content, and type of the presentation together with the name, full address and e-mail of the author(s). They should be sent by e-mail to : efita@ensam.inra.fr 

----> Acceptance of presentations
Presentations will be selected based on the abstracts. Acceptance of abstracts will be notified to authors by November,15 2000. By submitting an abstract, authors implicitly agree to have their papers published in the proceedings. Full papers should be submitted by December 31, 2000. They will be assessed by a panel of experts prior to their publication in the proceedings. A paper will be published in the proceedings only if one of its authors will have taken an early registration. Late paper registrations, for poster presentation only, will be accepted until May 15, 2001 (with a 2 A4 pages extended abstract directly distributed to conference participants). 

----> EFITA Membership
Authors of papers must be members of EFITA or its national member associations. Non-member authors receive member status for the conference period through registration which includes a small membership fee.

----> Important dates
September,30 2000Abstract submission
November,15 2000Notification for acceptance
December,30 2000
Full papers
March,31 2001
Early registration
May,15 2001
Late poster papers registration
June,18-20 2001
Conference
Have a look at:http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/efita2001
or             http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm
Contact: Prof. Francis SEVILA
mailto:sevila@ensam.inra.fr

Open Vacancies at ADAS International

To view latest updates of immediate requirements for ADAS International, please see: http://www.ADAS-International.com/Vacancies/

Swedish farmers and the Internet

Two third of Swedish farmers will be connected to the Internet by the end of the year 2000.
The LRF (farmers' union) is now developing its web site with Oracle WEB-DB to make easier updating of the site, and searches of information. When users are connecting to the site, they enter their id code and only get information matters they are interested in and they previously selected. An efficient search engine enables to easily retrieve any information stored in the information data base. The LRF site get 100000 hits per week, which is quite important.
Because the predominant position of its site, LRF is hopping that the e-commerce portal under development will be successful. This portal will provide accesses to main co-operatives (ODAL, ARLA) and other agricultural input providers. All this sites will be securely accessed through an unique login and password, and there will a common data base of clients, which could very soon become a very interesting marketing tool.
A lot of work was performed by LRF to implement PKI, a security system developed by Siemens. To market this system, adopted by the Swedish board of Agriculture in charge of animal identification, and EU subsidies management, a new company has been created. A bank also adopted the LRF tool to communicate with its clients (mostly farmers but not only).
The PKI system includes three components: secure encryption, identification and digital signature. A floppy disk or a smart card being recognised by the software programme implemented on the user's PC, together with 8 digits code input by the user enable to access the e-commerce LRF portal and any other web sites of companies or organisations using the system.
Contact: Lars HELGSTRAND
mailto:lars.helgstrand@lrf.se

The realisation of a videoserver

A paper by Hendrik Klompmaker available on the AGRIMMEDIA site.
See : http://www.agrimmedia.org

Biological type joke (at least some Brits should appreciate)

Q: What do you get if you cross Sarah Ferguson with a gorilla?
A: I don't know either. There's only so much you can ask a gorilla to do...
Contact: Paul HEMINGWAY
mailto:paul.hemingway@jcb.com

Culture vulture (Irish joke)

Recently a guy in Paris nearly got away with stealing several paintings from the Musée d'Orsay

However, after planning the crime, breaking in, evading security, getting out and escaping with the goods, he was captured only two blocks away when his Econoline van ran out of gas. When asked how he could mastermind such a crime and then make such an obvious error, he replied:



--(brace yourself)



--(this is going to hurt)



--(really bad)



--(ready?)






" I had no Monet to buy Degas to make the Van Gogh."

Contact : Mick HARKIN
mailto:harkin@iol.ie


